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Abstract—Lighting systems based on light-emitting diodes
(LEDs) possess many benefits over their incandescent
counterparts including longer lifespans, lower energy costs,
better quality of light and no toxic elements, all without
sacrificing consumer satisfaction. Their lifespan is not affected
by switching frequency allowing for better illumination control
and system efficiency. In this paper, we present a fully
distributed energy-saving illumination dimming control strategy
for the system of a lighting network which consists of a group
of LEDs and user-associated devices. In order to solve the
optimization problem, we are using a distributed approach that
utilizes factor graphs and the belief propagation algorithm.
Using probabilistic graphical models to represent and solve the
system model provides for a natural description of the problem
structure, where user devices and LED controllers exchange
data via line-of-sight communication.
Index Terms—LED System, Distributed Control, Newton’s
Method, Factor Graphs, Belief Propagation
I. INTRODUCTION
Lighting systems based on LEDs are becoming the dominant
lighting solution due to improved energy efficiency, better
quality of light and longer life span. According to the European
LED quality charter report, lighting accounts for 15 − 17 %
of the total energy consumption [1]. Similarly, US energy
information administration estimated the US residential and
commercial sector used around 273 trillion Wh of electricity for
lighting in 2017, or about 7 % of the total electricity consumed
[2]. Globally, there are over 33 billion light sources spending
2650 trillion Wh of electrical energy per year, which is 20 %
of the total global electricity production [3].
Replacement of incandescent lamps by LEDs will reduce
the lighting consumption to about 5 − 8 % of total global
consumption. LED technology offers superior control, while
LEDs lifespan is not affected by frequent on/off switching,
making them suitable for intelligent indoor lighting systems
[4]–[6]. Intelligent LED systems usually use dimming feature
integrated in a local controller, which can be activated based
on local sensor inputs (e.g., daily light intensity).
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Different illumination control approaches exist, depending
on the system architecture and optimization methods. Authors
in [4], [7], presented the illumination control problem as a
tradeoff between energy efficiency and user needs. The utility
function is assigned to every user device (UD) with respect to
the light intensity. In [5], authors present a distributed
energy-saving illumination strategy of a network of LEDs and
UDs communicating with each other in order to optimize
illumination using the message-passing algorithms based on
distributed optimization. Authors in [8] analyzed the
energy-efficient LED system in the presence of daylight
conditions. In [9], the illumination control problem was
studied, where users are equipped with portable wireless
illumination sensors. Approach where sensors can detect the
presence of a user in the office is proposed in [10], while in
[11] authors used advanced machine learning algorithms. In
[12], a lighting system is described which formulates
illumination control as a linear programming problem that
aims to both minimize energy usage and meet occupants’
preferences. Authors in [13] proposed illumination balancing
algorithm which achieves successful control even in the case
where decentralized control fails. In [14], an intelligent
household LED system is described that considers energy
efficiency and user satisfaction by utilizing sensors and
wireless communication technology.
In this paper, we propose solving the linear optimization
problem that trades-off desired level of illumination with the
minimal energy consumption in a distributed manner using
factor graphs and belief propagation (BP) algorithm. To
achieve this goal, we apply the Gaussian BP algorithm, which
is recognized as an efficient distributed linear optimization
solver with the polynomial-complexity [15], [16]. Using
probabilistic graphical models to represent and solve the
system model provides for a very natural description of the
problem structure, where LEDs and UDs directly exchange
data via point-to-point line-of-sight wireless links. Even if
implemented in the centralized framework, it can be flexibly
matched to distributed computation resources. The closest to
our work is the message-passing solution proposed in [5],
however, we use the BP-based approach as it is more flexible
and converges faster than alternating direction method of
multipliers (ADMM).
The paper is organized as follows. After the system model
in Sec. II, we provide a sequence of steps in Sec. III and IV,
to transform the initial optimization problem to probabilistic
graphical model formulation. System-level interpretation of the
proposed solution are given in Sec. V, while numerical results
are presented in Sec. VI. The paper is concluded in Sec. VII.
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Fig. 1. The LED system in the office environment.
II. THE DIMMABLE LED LIGHTING SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a dimmable LED lighting system with n
ceiling LEDs associated with dimming vector y ∈ Rn. Each
LED is equipped with a controller that is able to control the
dimming level yi of the i-th LED, adapting its light intensity.
The LED illuminates at the maximum light intensity if yi = 1
(i.e., LED is set to the maximum power), while yi = 0
indicates that the LED is turned off. Parallel to the ceiling is
a workspace plane over which spatial illumination is of
interest, as shown in Fig. 1. Illuminance distribution w ∈ Rm
on the two-dimensional workspace plane, with m user devices
with illumination sensors able to measure LED light intensity
(i.e., UDs), can be described as follows:
w = Hy + p, (1)
where H ∈ Rm×n is the illuminance or channel gain matrix,
and hij denotes the illuminance within the zone of the j-th UD
when yi = 1, while all other LEDs are turned off. The vector
p ∈ Rm denotes daylight intensity measured by sensors, where
pj represents daylight intensity received at the j-th UD zone
and it is independent of the LED illumination [4]. Without
loss of generality, in the rest of the paper, we observe the
model where only the LED illumination exists, i.e., where
p = 0. We also assume that each LED controller has data
transfer capabilities via line-of-sight communication with UD,
and vice versa, where the latter is, for convenience, realized
in the non-visible (e.g. infrared) part of the optical spectrum.
In a usual scenario, the desired level of illumination at UDs
should be achieved with the minimal energy consumption.
Energy consumption of a lighting system can be expressed as
a function of the dimming vector [4]:
f0(y) =
Ty + e0
T1+ e0
= qTy + e, (2)
where  ∈ Rn represents the maximum power of LEDs in the
system and e0 denotes standby energy consumed by the lighting
system. Additionally, we define the normalized power vector
q ∈ Rn, where qi = i/(T1+ e0), while e = e0/(T1+ e0).
The described system leads to the convex optimization
problem that includes inequality constraints:
minimize
y
qTy + e
subject to Hy  b
0  y  1,
(3)
where b ∈ Rm denotes user illuminance requirements. The
first constraint represents a relaxation of the target illuminance
requirements, allowing the lighting intensity above the required,
while the second constraint defines dimming level limits.
III. THE BARRIER METHOD
In this section, we utilize the barrier method to solve the
linear programming problem (3). We choose the barrier
method due to its simplicity over the primal-dual
interior-point method. To describe the procedure of finding y
that minimizes f0(y) among all y that satisfy constraints, it is
necessary to reformulate the inequality constrained problem as
an equality constrained problem to which Newtons method
can be applied [17, Sec. 11.2]. By introducing the slack
variable vector s ∈ Rm, inequality constraint Hy  b turns
into the equality constraint Hy − s = b. Thus, instead of
solving (3), we consider the equivalent problem:
minimize
y
qTy + e
subject to Hy − s = b
0  y  1
0  s  ∞.
(4)
Using the notation:
A =
[
H −I] ; c = [q
0
]
; x =
[
y
s
]
, (5)
where I is the m × m identity matrix, and 0 is the vector
of zeros of dimension m, and applying logarithmic barrier
function to replace inequality constraints of (4), we obtain:
minimize
x
t(cTx+ e)−
k∑
i=1
[lnxi + ln(ui − xi)]
subject to Ax = b,
(6)
where ui denotes the upper bound of the inequalities related
with xi, i = 1, . . . , k, and k = n+m.
To summarize, the optimization problem (6) allows for
application of Newton’s method. However, it is an
approximation of the original problem (3), where the quality
of the approximation improves as the parameter t grows.
Unfortunately, when the parameter t is large, the function is
difficult to minimize by Newtons method, since its Hessian
varies rapidly near the boundary of the feasible set [17,
Sec. 11.2.1].
Using Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions [18], it is easy to
show that the Newton step ∆x and the corresponding dual
variable v satisfy the following system of linear equations:[
D AT
A 0
] [
∆x
v
]
= −
[
tc− d
Ax− b
]
, (7)
where:
D = diag[x−21 + (u1 − x1)−2, . . . , x−2k + (uk − xk)−2]
d = [x−11 − (u1 − x1)−1, . . . , x−1k − (uk − xk)−1]T .
The equation (7) defines a generalization of the Newton’s
method taking into account infeasible points. The right hand
side contains the block Ax− b, which is the residual vector
for the linear equality constraints, and if x is strictly feasible
then the residual vanishes (i.e., Ax− b = 0) [17, Sec. 10.3].
Note that if y is feasible, then x is also feasible, because we
can take s = Hy− b. Newton’s method in each iteration step
ν computes Newton step, and using the line search with a step
size η > 0, updates the state vector:
x(ν+1) = x(ν) + η∆x(ν). (8)
The iteration loops are repeated ν = {1, . . . , νmax} until the
stopping criterion is met, where Newton decrement is
commonly used stopping criterion.
IV. THE BARRIER METHOD USING BELIEF PROPAGATION
In this section, we first discuss methods to transform the
problem in (7) into a linear least-squares (LS) form. Then, we
consider restating the resulting LS problem as a maximum-
likelihood problem that can be efficiently solved utilizing factor
graphs and BP algorithm.
In general, we can solve the optimization problems (7)
using a generic method (direct matrix inversion) or a block
elimination, where x can be a feasible or infeasible point1. As
an interesting fact, each of the approaches for solving (7) will
produce a factor graph with different convergence properties.
Despite the fact that the block elimination has a much smaller
computational cost than the cost of the generic method [17,
Sec. 10.4], we are interested in both methods, due to different
convergence properties of the BP algorithm. Next, we observe
LS problems of the feasible/infeasible generic and
feasible/infeasible block elimination method.
• Using the infeasible generic method, we simply obtain a
linear LS in the form:
minimize
∆x,v
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
[
D AT
A 0
] [
∆x
v
]
−
[
d− tc
b−Ax
] ∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
2
2
. (9)
• To recall, the feasible generic method reduces to (9), where
the block b−Ax vanishes.
• Using the infeasible block elimination method, we
compute the dual variable v = v1 − v2 by solving
following LS problems:
minimize
v1
||D−1/2(ATv1 −Dx− d+ tc)||22
minimize
v2
||AD−1ATv2 − b||22.
(10)
• A simpler LS form is obtained for the feasible block
elimination method:
minimize
v
||D−1/2(ATv + tc− d)||22. (11)
Note that once the dual variable v is determined using the
block elimination, the Newton step ∆x is obtained as follows:
∆x = D−1(d− tc−ATv). (12)
Authors in [15], [19] show that the linear LS problem can
be efficiently solved using Gaussian BP algorithm, and if the
algorithm converges, then the fixed point represents a solution
of an equivalent LS problem. More precisely, we proposed in
1With a slight abuse of terminology, hereinafter we use terms
feasible/infeasible generic method and feasible/infeasible elimination method.
[19] how Gaussian BP can be applied as part of the two-level
(inner τ and outer ν) iteration loops for solving non-linear
problems akin to Gauss-Newton method, where the inner loop
corresponds to the Gaussian BP that solves a linear LS problem.
Let us consider, for the time being, the independent system
of linear equations:
g = f(z) + r, (13)
where r is an artificial uncorrelated noise with independent and
identically distributed entries, and assume that each ri follows
a zero-mean Gaussian distribution with the same variance,
e.g., r ∼ N (0, I). Then, the solution of (13) can be found by
solving the following LS problem:
minimize
z
||Fz− g||22, (14)
where F is the coefficient matrix for our system (13), with
a full column rank. Further, the solution of the LS problem
(14) can be reformulated as an equivalent maximum likelihood
problem that can be solved via maximization of the likelihood
function:
L(g|z) =
∏
i
N (gi|fi(z), σ2i ). (15)
Due to the fact that any UD is usually illuminated by only a few
surrounding LEDs, the function fi(z) depends on a typically
small subset of state variables z. Hence, the likelihood function
can be factorized into factors affecting small subsets of state
variables. This fact motivates solving the problem scalably
and efficiently using probabilistic graphical models.
From the factorization of the likelihood expression (15), one
easily obtains the factor graph. The variables z determine the
set of variable nodes Z , and the set of factor nodes F is defined
according to likelihood functions N (gi|fi(z), σ2i ). The factor
node connects to the variable node if and only if the variable is
an argument of the corresponding function fi(z). In a nutshell,
the structure of the factor graph reflects the structure of the
matrix F. More precisely, each row of the matrix F corresponds
to one factor node, while columns, according to the vector z,
define variable nodes. A factor node connects to a variable node
if and only if the corresponding coefficient of the matrix row is
nonzero. Deriving expressions for BP messages exchanged over
the factor graph follows similar steps as in [19]. Each message
exchanged in Gaussian BP is completely represented using
mean and variance. The BP solution of z(ν,τmax) = z(ν) in
each outer iteration ν is obtained via the iterative BP algorithm
τ = {1, . . . , τmax}, thereby forming the inner iteration loop.
When the BP converged in the one outer iteration loop ν, we
update the variables and repeat the process until the stopping
criterion is met.
V. THE PHYSICAL INTERPRETATION OF MODELS
Providing a physical interpretation assumes starting from
the initial system (1) and optimization problems (3) and (4)
that are in turn transformed into (7) and (8). We assume
LEDs and UDs exchange data via line-of-sight optical
wireless communications, as shown in Fig. 2. Parameters
associated with LEDs and UDs are mostly defined according
to the physical system. The i-the LED controller contains
information about the i-th column of the channel gain matrix
H, the normalized power qi, dimming level yi, with
associated Newton step ∆yi (artificial parameter), and
dimming limits 0 ≤ yi ≤ 1. The j-th UD is associated with
the j-th row of the channel gain matrix H and user
illuminance requirement bj . Additionally, artificial parameters
that UD contains are information related to the slack and dual
variables sj , ∆sj , 0 ≤ sj ≤ ∞ and vj .
LED y1
h11, h21, . . . , hm1
y1,∆y1, q1
0 ≤ y1 ≤ 1
· · ·
LED yn
h1n, h2n, . . . , hmn
yn,∆yn, qn
0 ≤ yn ≤ 1
UD w1
h11, h12, . . . , h1n
s1,∆s1, v1, b1
0 ≤ s1 ≤ ∞
· · ·
UD wm
hm1, hm2, . . . , hmn
sm,∆sm, vm, bm
0 ≤ sm ≤ ∞
Fig. 2. Data structure and communication patterns between LEDs and UDs
relative to the physical and optimization models.
It can be noted that physical models (1) and (3) were
transformed and extended to get LS problems (9) - (11),
along with (12). For this purpose, we give a detailed analysis
of factor graphs that can be constructed according to different
LS problems. Essentially, the resulting factor graph, through
F and g, should preserve and sustain communication and data
structure associated with LEDs and UDs. More precisely, each
factor node must be defined based on recipes given in Fig. 2.
The generic method (9) produces the same matrix F for
the infeasible and feasible problem. Consequently, the core
structure of the factor graph will be the same, with variable
nodes Z = {∆Y,∆S,V} and three different sets of factor
nodes F = {Fu,Flu,Ful}:
1) The factor node fu,j ∈ Fu is defined locally according to
the corresponding UD parameters, and connects variable
nodes vj ∈ V and ∆sj ∈ ∆S.
2) The factor node flu,i ∈ Flu is defined locally according to
the corresponding LED parameters, and connects the
variable node ∆yi ∈ ∆Y with the group of variable nodes
Vi ⊆ V , reflecting line-of-sight illumination and
communication structure between the LED and the set of
neighboring UDs.
3) The factor node ful,j ∈ Ful connects the variable node
∆sj ∈ ∆S with the group of variable nodes ∆Yj ⊆ ∆Y ,
reflecting the line-of-sight illumination/communication
relationship between the UD and the set of surrounding
LEDs. For the feasible problem, factor node can be
defined locally according to the corresponding UD, while
for the infeasible problem, additional communication
overhead is required, where before each outer iteration
loop ν, LEDs need to send Yj ⊆ Y to the corresponding
UD. Note that Y is defined by the vector y.
To summarize, the feasible/infeasible generic method
preserves and sustains the structure given in Fig. 2 and allows
for application of fully distributed message-passing algorithms
according to the physical structure of the problem.
Example 1 (The probabilistic model for the feasible/infeasible
generic method). In this toy example, we observe two LEDs y1
and y2, where both LEDs communicate with UDs w1 and w2.
The set of factor nodes consists of Fu = {fu,1, fu,2}, Flu =
{flu,1, flu,2} and Ful = {ful,1, ful,2}.
2v1v1s∆ 2s∆
2y∆
1y∆
2yLED
1yLED
1y
1s
1wUD 2wUD
2y
2s
2lu,f
1lu,f
2ul,f1ul,f
2u,f1u,f
Fig. 3. The example of probabilistic model for the feasible/infeasible generic
method.
The output of the inner iteration loop provides the values of
variable nodes Z = {∆y1,∆y2,∆s1,∆s2, v1, v2}. Then,
using (8), we update variables {y1, y2, s1, s2} and repeat the
process until the stopping criterion is met. Finally, after the
algorithm converges, we obtain optimal values of dimming
levels {y1, y2}. The communication overhead for the feasible
problem contains only BP messages, while the infeasible
problem additionally requires sending values of dimming
levels {y1, y2} to the corresponding UDs for the purpose of
defining factor nodes Ful in each outer iteration ν.
The infeasible block elimination method produces two LS
problems (10), causing the existence of two disconnected factor
graphs. The first factor graph, that reflects the structure of the
matrix F = D−1/2AT , preserves the pattern structure given in
Fig. 2. In contrast, the second factor graph, described by F =
AD−1AT , compromises the physical pattern of data transfer
between LEDs or UDs. Consequently, we cannot represent the
infeasible block elimination method via suitable factor graph
representation, thus we do not consider it in this paper.
The feasible block elimination method produces the factor
graph according to F = D−1/2AT and g = D−1/2(tc− d),
with variable nodes Z = V , and two different sets of factor
nodes F = {Fu,Flu}:
1) The factor node fu,j ∈ Fu is defined locally according to
the corresponding UD parameters, and connects variable
node vj ∈ V .
2) The factor node flu,i ∈ Flu is defined locally according to
the corresponding LED parameters, and connects group of
variable nodes Vi ⊆ V , following the line-of-sight
illumination/communication relationship between the LED
and neighbouring UDs.
This model along with (12) also preserves and sustains structure
given in Fig. 2.
Example 2 (The probabilistic model for the feasible block
elimination method). In this toy example, we observe three
LEDs y1, y2 and y3, where UDs w1 and w2 communicate with
y1, y2 and y2, y3, respectively. The set of factor node consists
of Fu = {fu,1, fu,2} and Flu = {flu,1, flu,2, flu,3}.
1v
1wUD
1yLED
2wUD
2v
1s 2s
1y∆ 1y 2y∆
2y
3y∆3y
2yLED 3yLED
2lu,f
1lu,f
2u,f1u,f
3lu,f
Fig. 4. The example of probabilistic model for the feasible block elimination
method.
The output of the inner iteration loop provides values of
variable nodes Z = {v1, v2}. After that, each UD sends the
value of the corresponding variable node to the set of
neighboring LEDs. Finally, using (12) and (8) each LED and
UD compute locally the values of variables {y1, y2, y3, s1, s2}
and repeat the process until the stopping criterion is met,
when we obtain optimal values of dimming levels {y1, y2, y3}.
In comparison with the generic method, the block elimination
has a much simpler structure, with a smaller number of variable
and factor nodes.
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In all simulated models, we are employing a loopy
Gaussian BP algorithm using the synchronous scheduling with
randomized damping [19]. The synchronous scheduling
updates messages from variable to factor nodes, and messages
from factor nodes to variable nodes, in parallel in respective
half-iterations. Additionally, we damped each mean value
message from a factor node to a variable node independently
with predefined probability, evaluating the mean value
message as a linear combination of the message from the
previous and the current iteration.
Convergence: We consider the feasible/infeasible generic
and feasible elimination method, with the goal of investigating
the convergence of the BP algorithm. The methods are tested
using an open-plan office space with a square-shaped floor
area of side length 15 m and height 3 m, where LED sources
are fixed on an equidistant grid on a ceiling plane, providing
for n = 100 LEDs. We generate 200 random configurations,
where we randomly distribute m = 15 UDs on the workspace
plane, in order to obtain average convergence performances.
The convergence of the BP algorithm depends of the spectral
radius ρ of the matrix that governs evolution of means from
factor nodes to variable nodes, and the BP converges to a
unique fixed point if and only if ρ < 1. In our case, the
BP will converge if all spectral radii for each outer iteration
ρ(ν) < 1, ν = 1, . . . , νmax. Consequently, as we shown in
[19], the BP converges to a unique fixed point if and only if
ρmax < 1, where:
ρmax = max{ρ(ν) : ν = 1, . . . , νmax}. (16)
Fig. 5 shows empirical cumulative density function (CDF)
F (ρmax) of spectral radius ρmax for observed method. The
feasible elimination method is superior in terms of the spectral
radius, where we record convergence with probability 0.97.
In contrast, the feasible/infeasible generic method converged
with the negligible probability of 0.01. To summarize, we
identify the BP-based feasible elimination method as a good
candidate for efficient and distributed solver in the context of
the intelligent illumination control.
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Fig. 5. The maximum spectral radii ρmax over outer iterations ν for the
feasible elimination and feasible/infeasible generic method.
Communication Overhead: The BP messages exchanged
between LEDs and UDs represent the communication overhead.
In a single inner iteration, the BP-based feasible elimination
method exchanges messages from a variable node to a factor
node, i.e, messages from UDs to LEDs, and vice versa. In the
following, we are interested in assessing the number of inner
iterations τ per outer iteration ν, and corresponding time to
complete one outer iteration ν. Hence, the BP algorithm in the
inner iteration loop is running until the following criterion is
reached:
|z(ν,τ)f→v − z(ν,τ−1)f→v |  10−14 or τmax = 2000, (17)
where zf→v represents the vector of mean-value messages
from factor nodes to variable nodes. We set the convergence
criteria very conservative with the aim of achieving high level
of accuracy, although for the practical applications, the
illumination system is does not require high precision of
dimming states (e.g., 10-bit dimming control with 1024
dimming levels is considered highly precise). Further,
assuming that the processing time is negligible compared to
the message transmission, it is possible to give a rough time
estimate of duration of a single outer iteration ν. Our study
focuses on low-rate visible-light communication system with
250 kbit/s that performs exchange of BP messages between
LEDs and UDs, where each BP message represents a 64 bit
data block. We note that one can also consider low-rate RF
technologies such as IEEE 802.15.4 based ZigBee. Our
motivation here is a scenario where UDs are static and fixed
at office space desk, in line-of-sight conditions with respect to
ceiling LEDs, and are able to detect occupant presence,
measure illuminance and perform simple BP processing and
message exchange with neighboring LEDs. Thus we close the
whole system, both illumination and communication, using
LED-based technologies.
With this aim, we observe a large open-plan office space
with square floor area of side 50 m and height 3 m. In the first
scenario, we fixed number of LEDs to n = 625 (25× 25), and
consider m = {50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100} UDs. Next, we fixed
number of UDs to m = 50, and observe systems with n =
{625, 676, 729, 784, 841, 900} LEDs. Additionally, for each
pair of numbers LEDs-UDs, we randomly distributed m UDs
over 200 configurations.
Fig. 6 shows distribution of the total number of inner
iterations τ over outer iterations ν and 200 configurations. It
can be concluded that the number of inner iterations τ
growing more in the case of increasing the number of UDs,
compared to the case of an increasing number of LEDs. To
roughly estimate the time to broadcast all BP messages in one
outer iteration ν, we consider median values. Median values
for the first scenario are bounded between 348 and 550 inner
iterations, regarding time to broadcast messages can be
estimated as (64/250)· 348 = 89.1 ms, and (64/250)· 514 =
131.6 ms. Median values of the second scenario are around
350 iterations, with corresponding time to broadcast all
messages in one outer iteration ν as (64/250)· 350 =
89.6 ms. Hence, the BP-based algorithm can provide the
solution in a reasonable time, for observing models.
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Fig. 6. The number of inner iterations τ for the system with m = {50, 60,
70, 80, 90, 100} UDs and n = 625 LEDs (subfigure a), and the system with
n = {625, 676, 729, 784, 841, 900} LEDs and m = 50 UDs (subfigure
b).
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We presented scalable and efficient distributed approach
to solve the illuminance optimization problem using the BP
algorithm. The aim of the work was to set a ground for BP-
based framework for smart illumination. In our future work, we
plan to investigate BP-based version of interior-point methods,
which, based on our initial results, seems to be even more
efficient for BP-based implementation. We also plan to explore
the solution of the optimization problem when the channel gain
matrix is unknown. More precisely, authors in [20] presented an
approach based on compressed sensing, where the UD is able to
easily recover the channel gain matrix. The presented model is
suitable for integration in the BP framework, which allows the
algorithm to estimates the channel gain matrix and minimize
the energy consumption according to the desired illumination
level simultaneously in the time continuous process.
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